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Career-long professional learning: How do we recognize and reward it?



Competency-based System
To personalize professional learning

Desired 
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of 

Learning 



A system of micro-credentials 
clearly articulates competencies that are important 

- AND -

recognizes educators who demonstrate those competencies

- AND -



…can be displayed as DIGITAL BADGES.

• Specific
Support interests, goals and immediate needs

• Transparent
Include data about the issuer, the earner, and the 
evidence.

• Stackable
Can be combined to create greater meaning and 
coherence

• Portable and shareable
Can be shared by the earner wherever and with 
whoever they prefer



Components of a Micro-credential

• Competency

• Key Method

• Method Components

• Research & Resources

• Submission Criteria

• Scoring Rubric



Demonstrating competency
Artifacts and Evidence

• Types of Evidence:
✓Videos of teacher and student interaction 
✓Lesson, project, and unit plans
✓Student work samples
✓Teacher and student reflections
✓Observations
✓Assessments
✓Peer and self evaluations and reviews
✓What else?



Meaningful evaluation and feedback
Assessment Process

• Expert Assessment
✓First 50 submissions

• Peer Assessment
✓3 previous earners

• Outcomes reconciled by issuers



A growing ecosystem
Micro-credential Topics

• Deeper Learning

• STEM

• Teacher Protocols

• Data Literacy

• Learning Differences

• Media Literacy

• Aligning Instructional Materials

• Teacher Leadership

• Financial Literacy

• Global Competence



Relay Graduate School of Education
What We’ve Been Up To…

• Built a proficiency-based grad school of education
• Designed 14 micro-credentials (so far)

• 4 on checking for understanding
• 10 on data literacy

• Piloted and scored all of these



Three Big Learnings

#1: Design for Educators (not only Classroom Teachers)



Three Big Learnings

#2: Learners can learn ANYWHERE



Three Big Learnings

#3: Design for “Learning” and for “Shining”



A Big Open Question

What is the right grain size for a micro-credential?



Imagining the Future(?)

• Proficiency-based continuing education credits

• Fully aligning the Relay GSE curriculum so that a typical 
master’s candidate walks with 30-50 micro-credentials

• A much larger and structured set of ways that we think 
about (re-)certifying and credentialing teachers



Questions?



www.bloomboard.com/digitalpromise

Visit the Platform!



Thank you!

Contact:

jennifer@digitalpromise.org
bmaddin@relay.edu


